Adenomyomatosis of the gallbladder (GB) is defined as the epithelial proliferation and hypertrophy of the muscularis of the gallbladder (1). Although it is a relatively common disease, with a reported incidence around 5% (2), its pathogenesis and cause have not been clearly defined. Adenomyomatosis is usually classified into three morphologic types including segmental, fundal or diffuse type according to the involved area of GB wall thickening (1).

Adenomyomatosis is considered to be a clinically benign condition (3), but identifying the clinical implications of adenomyomatosis has been challenging (4, 5).
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**Purpose:** To clarify the relationship between the pattern of cholecystolithiasis and the gross features of segmental adenomyomatosis of the gallbladder.

**Materials and Methods:** Fifty-five consecutive patients with segmental adenomyomatosis with calcified gallbladder stones defined on CT were retrospectively analyzed in terms of (i) stone location (fundal vs. neck compartment) and (ii) size of the largest stone as a function of the extent of segmental mural thickening (type A, limited at the narrow segment; type B, partially extended in the fundal direction; type C, involving the entire fundal compartment). The extent of segmental mural thickening in patients with cholecystolithiasis was compared with a control group (n = 48) lacking stones.

**Results:** Stones were found more frequently in the fundal compartment in 48 patients compared to the neck compartment in 12 patients (p<0.001). The mean size of the largest stone in type C (5.4 ± 4.9 mm) was larger than in type A (2.3 ± 2.2 mm) (p = 0.033). In patients with cholecystolithiasis, type C segmental thickening was predominant (69%) compared to the control group (42%) (p = 0.012).

**Conclusion:** In addition to a higher prevalence of stones, a wide extent of mural thickening combined with large stone size in the fundal compartment suggests the contribution of segmental adenomyomatosis to stone formation and chronic inflammation.
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Nishimura et al. determined that the segmental type of adenomyomatosis plays an important role in lithogenesis related to biliary stasis in the fundal compartment, which is distinguished from other types of adenomyomatosis (6). Depending on clinical practices of daily CT interpretation, many cases of segmental adenomyomatosis are identified that show a non-neoplastic, thickened, narrowed segment dividing the lumen into two compartments including the fundal (distal to the narrowed segment) and neck (proximal to the narrowed segment) compartments (7). Cholecystolithiasis and a variable extent of inflammatory mural thickening are usually combined in such cases; however, most of the surgically confirmed lesions are reported to have chronic cholecystitis omitting a detailed description about the presence or extent of segmental adenomyomatosis in the histological report.

In the present study, we attempted to categorize segmental adenomyomatosis based on the presence of GB stones and the extent of mural thickening, and tried to clarify the relationship between the pattern of cholecystolithiasis and the gross features, defined on CT, of segmental adenomyomatosis of the GB.

Materials and Methods

Patients

This retrospective study was approved by our Committee for Clinical Investigations and conducted according to institutional review board rules for departmental review of research records. Informed consent from subjects was waived. Search of the hospital information system records and medical records over a 39-month period (from July, 2006 to October, 2009) identified a total of 55 patients (28 men, 27 women; mean age, 56 years; age range, 29–83 years) with segmental adenomyomatosis and GB stones. For comparative analysis, another 48 consecutive patients (23 men, 25 women; mean age, 54 years; age range, 22–78 years) showing segmental adenomyomatosis without calcified stones on CT during the same period were selected as a control group. The possibility of a neoplastic condition was excluded by follow-up imaging after at least 1 year (n = 79) or surgical operation (n = 24).

CT Protocol

Unenhanced and contrast material-enhanced abdomen or abdomen-pelvis computed tomography (CT) examination was performed using a 64-MDCT scanner (Somatom Sensation 64, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). Scanning was performed cranio-caudally using the following parameters: detector configuration, 0.6 × 64 mm; effective section thickness, 3.0 mm; reconstruction interval, 3.0 mm; gantry rotation time, 0.33 sec; pitch, 1.0; effective mAs, 250; and kVp, 120. Each image acquisition was performed during one breath-hold of up to 10 sec, depending on the scan range. All patients received 2 mL/kg of iodinated con-

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the different types of segmental adenomyomatosis of the gallbladder.
A. Type A represents a mural thickening limited to the narrow segment.
B. Type B represents a mural thickening partially extended in the fundal direction
C. Type C represents a mural thickening involving the entire fundal compartment of the gallbladder.
Contrast agent (Ultravist 300; Schering AG, Berlin, Germany) intravenously. After unenhanced imaging of the upper abdomen, a warmed contrast medium was administered using an automatic injector (EnVisionCT; Medrad Inc, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.) at a rate of 1.5 mL/s through an 18-gauge IV catheter inserted into an arm vein. Scan start time was 20 seconds after completion of the contrast injection. Axial section data were reconstructed for unenhanced and contrast material-enhanced scanning: first with 5 mm thick sections at 5.0 mm intervals in the transverse plane, then with 0.6 mm thick sections at 0.6 mm intervals. The second set of reconstructed axial scans was then reformatted in the coronal plane with 2.0 mm sections at 2.0 mm intervals. All images were routinely transferred to a picture archiving and communication system (PACS) as a separate series of scans.

Image Analysis

Two observers (one attending staff with 15 years experience in abdominal radiology and one second year resident in the department of radiology) retrospectively reviewed the CT images of all patients having segmental adenomyomatosis of the GB with (Group 1, \(n=55\)) or without (Group 2, \(n=48\)) cholecystolithiasis. For Group 1 patients, stone location (fundal vs. neck compartment) was determined and the size of the largest stone in each compartment was measured. Some patients \(n=5\) that had stones in the fundal portion and neck portion simultaneously, and those patients were included with groups of patients having stones only in the fundal compartment \(n=43\) and only in the neck compartment \(n=7\). The longest dimension of the largest stone was measured using electronic calipers on an axial view by each observer, and the mean value of the two measurements was used for further analysis. Stones less than 1.0 mm were defined as not measurable. Segmental adenomyomatosis was categorized into three types according to the extent of segmental thickening determined by the two observers in consensus as follows: type A, limited at the narrow segment; type B, partially extended in the fundal direction; type C, involving the entire fundal compartment of the GB wall (Fig. 1). The patterns of segmental thickening were compared between groups.

In Group 1 patients, stone location was compared between fundal and neck compartments using a chi-square test. For the three different segmental adenomyomatosis types, depending on the extent of mural thickening, the mean sizes of the largest stones were compared using Student’s t test. Non-measurable (small) stones were not included in the comparison. Relative prevalences of the three different types by the extent of mural thickening was compared between the two groups using a chi-square test. A \(p\) value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

---

Fig. 2. A 64-year-old man with segmental adenomyomatosis with a calcified GB stone and mural thickening involving the entire fundal compartment (type C).
A. This precontrast axial CT image shows focal luminal narrowing of GB (arrow) with a 1.8 cm calcified stone in the fundal compartment (arrowheads).
B. Post-contrast axial CT image showing a diffusely thickened wall with abnormal contrast enhancement including the entire fundal compartment (arrowheads) and the narrowing segment (arrow).
Results

In Group 1 cholecystolithiasis patients, stones were found more frequently in the fundal compartment of 48 patients compared with the neck compartment in 12 patients \( (p < 0.001) \). The mean size of the largest stones in type C \( (5.4 \pm 4.9 \text{ mm}) \) was significantly larger \( (p = 0.033) \) than in type A \( (2.3 \pm 2.2 \text{ mm}) \), but was comparable \( (p = 0.613) \) with that in type B \( (4.3 \pm 4.1 \text{ mm}) \) (Figs. 2, 3).

For the type of segmental adenomyomatosis according to the extent of mural thickening in Group 1 patients, 11 were type A \( (20\%) \), 6 were type B \( (11\%) \) and 38 were type C \( (69\%) \) (Figs. 2, 3). In Group 2 patients without cholecystolithiasis [Fig. 4], 22 were type A \( (46\%) \), 6 were type B \( (13\%) \) and 20 were type C \( (42\%) \). The most common morphologic type of segmental adenomyomatosis of the GB at CT was type C in both groups regardless of the presence of cholecystolithiasis. However, type C was significantly more prevalent in Group 1 compared with Group 2 \( (p = 0.012) \) [Fig. 2].

Discussion

Adenomyomatosis of GB may be asymptomatic or associated with clinical symptoms of chronic cholecystitis when revealed on imaging studies [1]. Ever since imaging findings of adenomyomatosis has been described [8–11], radiological and clinical concerns have been limited to the differential diagnosis of adenomyomatosis from GB cancer [12]. Recently, through bile analysis, Nishimura et al. suggested that segmental adenomyomatosis could be a predisposing factor for stone formation due to bile stasis [6]. Cholecystolithiasis is a major cause of cholecystitis [13, 14] and several reports revealed that chronic cholecystitis can be a predisposing factor for cancer [15]. Therefore, segmental adenomyomatosis should not be overlooked as a possible clinical complication, although the direct association of adenomyomatosis and adenocarcinoma is unclear [16].

Adenomyomatosis of the GB, also referred to as ade-
Adenomyomatous hyperplasia or intramural diverticulosis, an acquired hyperplastic lesion of the GB, is characterized by excessive proliferation of surface epithelia with invaginations into the thickened, hypertrophied muscularis propria, also known as Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses (12). The three classic types of adenomyomatosis are segmental, fundal, and diffuse, depending on the location of the mural thickening. To our knowledge, there has been no histopathologic definition of segmental adenomyomatosis that clearly defines the extent of segmental wall thickening in each type. The results of the present study evaluating stone location in GB with segmental adenomyomatosis on CT are in accord with a previous theory of a connection between the stone formation and bile stasis (6). Moreover, we determined the relationship between the extent of mural thickening and the presence of GB stones in the fundal compartment through comparisons between the two patient groups with and without cholecystolithiasis.

Because the prognosis is controversial, it is very unusual for any surgical intervention to occur after imaging-based diagnosis of adenomyomatosis itself, but surgical treatments are often considered in cases associated with stones or cholecystitis (3). However, histopathologic and imaging correlations of adenomyomatosis is not possible in most cases because pathology reports tend to omit detailed descriptions of the existence or extent of adenomyomatosis. In clinical practice, segmental mural thickening of the GB with contrast enhancement can be interpreted as either chronic inflammatory change or segmental adenomyomatosis itself if the thickened segment is beyond the short segment of luminal narrowing. In that situation, we presumed that verification of the relationship between the extent of segmental GB wall thickening and the presence of stones could support the idea of segmental thickening of the GB originating from stone formation and subsequent chronic mucosal irritation. Because we found larger stones in segmental adenomyomatosis with diffuse mural thickening of the entire fundal compartment (type C) compared with the smaller stones in patients showing only a limited extent of mural thickening (type A or B), we can suggest a connection between chronic inflammation and the long-standing lithogenic condition.

There are several limitations to the present study. As mentioned above, histopathological verification of the presence and extent of segmental adenomyomatosis could not be performed in most cases, even in patients treated by cholecystectomy. Although the pathogenesis and pathologic findings of chronic cholecystitis and segmental adenomyomatosis are different, they can be difficult to differentiate solely by imaging findings. Based on the results of this study, which showed a high prevalence of type C segmental adenomyomatosis in patients with larger stones, we suggest that diffuse mural thickening of the entire fundal compartment originates from secondary inflammation rather than from the Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses throughout the entire wall.
Due to the lack of pathology details, however, there remains another possibility - that fundal adenomyomatosis combined with type B segmental adenomyomatosis can be regarded as type C depending on the extent of Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses in the fundal portion. Second, ultrasonography (US) findings for the GB were not taken into consideration in this study. Considering that US is one of the most useful modalities in evaluating the GB (17), especially in patients with cholecystolithiasis, it would have been helpful if we had correlated US findings of segmental adenomyomatosis with the CT findings. Furthermore, since segmental adenomyomatosis can be combined with radiolucent stones other than calcified stones, the total prevalence of cholecystolithiasis could not be estimated. Considering these factors, the results presented here could therefore be strengthened by a future study with larger groups of patients with supplementary US findings.

In conclusion, the higher prevalence of stones compared to the neck compartment, CT features showing a wide extent of mural thickening and large stones in the fundal compartment suggest a contribution of segmental adenomyomatosis to stone formation and chronic inflammation.
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목적: 담낭의 분절형 선근종증의 아형에 따라 동반하는 담낭결석의 특성을 분석하여 분절형 선근종증과 담석간의 상관관계를 확인하기 위한 것이다.

대상과 방법: CT에서 담낭에 석회화된 결석을 동반한 55명의 분절형 선근종증 환자들을 대상으로 담낭벽의 비후된 정도에 따라 아형을 나누었고(A형, 담낭벽의 비후가 좁아진 부위에 한정된 경우; B형, 담낭벽의 비후가 협착부위에서 기저부위로 부족 확장된 경우; C형, 담낭벽의 비후가 협착부위뿐만 아니라 기저부까지 전체에 걸쳐 동반된 경우), 동반한 담석의 위치(경부 대 기저부)와 가장 큰 담석의 크기를 후향적으로 분석하였다. 담낭결석을 동반한 환자군과 담낭결석을 동반하지 않는 대조군에서 담낭의 비후된 정도를 비교하였다.

결과: 담낭의 분절형 선근종증에서는 기저부구역에서(48명) 경부구역보다(12명) 담석을 동반하는 경우가 많았다 (p < 0.001). 동반한 담낭결석의 평균크기는 C형(5.4 ± 4.9 mm)이 A형(2.3 ± 2.2 mm)에 비해 컸다 (p=0.033). C형 분절형 선근종증은 담낭결석을 동반한 환자군에서의 빈도(69%)가 대조군에서의 빈도(49%)에 비해 높았다 (p=0.012).

결론: CT에서 분절형 선근종증은 기저부구역에 담석을 많이 동반하며 담석을 동반할수록 그리고 담석의 크기가 클수록 담낭벽 비후의 범위가 넓으므로 분절형 선근종증이 담석의 생성과 담낭벽의 만성염증에 기여함을 알 수 있다.